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CHAPTER 1:  

INTRODUCTION

Are you missing the forest for the trees?

When people think about the possible pitfalls of finance, they tend to be most 
concerned about paying too much for something they could’ve gotten for less.  

Whether we’re in the market for a car, truck, property, or business equipment, we 
usually shop around looking for the lowest cost, or we focus on negotiating with our 
vendors to get a lower-than-sticker price.  If we’re particularly conscientious, we take 
into account shipping fees and we add in the costs of operating said vehicle, 
property, or equipment.

But once we work it out, we usually move on to the next item on our to-do list, 
pushing away thoughts of interest rates, fees, lease terms and loan conditions.  For 
goodness sake, we’ve known Bill at the bank for 10 years.  He’s a finance expert, and 
we’re sure he’ll take good care of all that.  

Oh, he’ll take good care of all that, indeed.  

Bill may be an intelligent, educated, fair and all-around wonderful person.  But it’s 
important to remember that a banker can only offer you what his bank offers.  And 
that’s not always the best financing route for you.

But my banker saves me time and aggravation!

Maybe you go to Bill because it’s easier.  You’re willing to agree to a little more on the 
contract terms because he saves you the time and headache of shopping your loan 
around with 6 other financiers. 

Big mistake.  There could be a number of hidden costs associated with any loan 
agreement.  And a knowledgeable finance broker can shop around and negotiate on 
your behalf to find a much better deal - at no cost to you.

So don’t sign on that dotted line just yet.  Read on, and I promise you’ll save money 
on your next major purchase or lease.
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CHAPTER 2:  

WHY CASH IS KING

Free up your money to grow your business

If you’re considering paying cash for a large purchase like business equipment, 
machinery, a vehicle or property (even residential), think again.

Sure, you might save some money in interest over the long term.  But hold on.  When 
you have an advocate in your corner negotiating your loan deal, you can save even 
more than that - while at the same time holding on to your cash.

Just ask the richest people in the world.  They keep substantial liquid assets available 
for several reasons.  Warren Buffett’s cash assets allowed him to buy very low during 
the 2008 economic slump.  Having cash available allows you to seize opportunities 
when they arise, without having to dig into investments.

Be ready for emergencies, disasters, or other unexpected crises

Equally important is any business or individual’s ability to handle emergencies.  If 
there is a crisis or disaster in your business or your family, having cash reserves will 
allow you to focus on solving the problem and getting up and running again, rather 
than scrambling to scrape up the cash.  And let’s face it, investments are so volatile 
these days you can think of your cash reserves as a wise investment which doesn’t 
lose value.

Finance is not limited to houses, cars and trucks - there are many income producing 
assets from which to choose, including:

• Trucks, cars, boats
• Business or residential property
• Office equipment, computers, printing equipment 
• Machinery, forklifts, earth moving equipment, racking
• Engraving equipment
• Laundry equipment, catering equipment, photography equipment
• Refrigeration equipment, cool rooms
• Office fit outs
• Woodworking or metalworking
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Financing leases and purchases rather than paying in cash can offer a far more cost 
effective way for you to  explore your next money-making venture. 
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CHAPTER 3:  

EIGHT WAYS TO KEEP YOUR CASH AVAILABLE

Your Cash-Saving Options

Finance solutions enable your business to keep cash assets available, allowing you to 
benefit from growth opportunities, invest in new equipment, and improve the 
efficiency of your business often without any capital expenditure.  

Your bank simply cannot offer you what an independent, experienced finance broker 
with dozens of financing options can offer:

• Personalised Solutions – An independent broker works alongside you 
to understand your business plan, goals, and sources the most suitable, 
tailored finance solution for your needs.

• Tax deductions – An independent broker has access to a wide variety of finance 
products which enable significant tax deductions - some up to 100%.  

• More choice – There may be better interest rates available than those offered 
by your own bank.

• Stability – Financing large purchases means your payments are fixed, which 
makes budgeting easier.

• No time lost, and no headaches - An independent finance broker does all the 
research, makes all the phone calls and compiles all the information for you, 
allowing you to get on with running your business.

There are a number of ways that you can use a well-negotiated lease, loan or 
purchase agreement to your advantage:

Finance Lease 

A finance lease is an agreement to lease equipment over a set term with fixed 
payments.  It has a pre-determined residual value which is based on ATO guidelines.  
You can pay out the residual value at the end of the lease to gain ownership, and 
finance leases show on your balance sheet  as both assets and liabilities.  Your 
payments may even be fully tax deductible, provided you use the equipment to 
generate assessable income.
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Operating Lease (Rental) 

In an Operating Lease, your equipment is rented over a set term.  At the end of the 
rental term it is either returned, upgraded, purchased at market price, or you may 
continue the rental.  This option is perfect for businesses seeking to use the most 
modern equipment and upgrade to the latest technology, and allows you to avoid 
being stuck with outdated equipment that holds little or  no re-sale value.  
Additionally, your payments don’t show on the balance sheet as a liability; they are 
treated as an operating expense, and rental payments can be 100% tax deductible 
when used to generate assessable income.

Fully Maintained Operating Lease 

A Fully Maintained Operating Lease is similar to an Operating Lease, but with the 
option to include service and maintenance costs associated with renting the 
equipment.

Hire Purchase (Asset Purchase) 

This is a fixed rate loan, whereby monthly installments are made over a set term, 
usually 1-5 years.  With each installment you gain equity in the goods, and ownership 
transfers to you with the final payment.  You also may include a balloon payment, 
which enables lower repayments, which can themselves be refinanced at the end of 
the term.  The interest component of your repayments and the depreciation on the 
equipment can be claimed as tax deductions provided you use the equipment to 
generate assessable income.

Chattel Mortgage/Equipment Loan (Bill of Sale)

Here, the ownership of the goods takes place on the date of purchase, although the 
financier takes a mortgage over the equipment as security for the loan and releases it  
upon final payment. This scenario allows you to claim back all the GST in first BAS 
after purchase, and may include a balloon payment enabling lower repayments.  The 
interest component of your payments, along with the depreciation on the equipment 
can be claimed as tax deductions provided you use the equipment to generate 
assessable income.  
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Novated Lease 

A Novated Lease is usually a vehicle financing arrangement made between the 
employee, employer and financier to provide a car as part of a negotiated salary 
package.  The employer pays the rental (and if agreed) the associated running costs 
of the vehicle direct from the employee’s pre-tax salary.  This arrangement provides a 
tax break for the employee while at the same time enabling the employee to have his 
or her car of choice.  If the employee leaves, he or she is responsible for the vehicle 
and the repayments.

Sale and Leaseback/Hire Back

This option is designed for you if you have already purchased the equipment, 
enabling an injection of funds back into your business through finance or refinance of 
the equipment.  Your payments are tax deductible provided you use the equipment 
to generate assessable income.

Residential Mortgages

Residential mortgages (home loans) are usually for 25-30 years, with principle and 
interest, or interest only.  Rates can be variable, fixed for up to 10 years, or split.  
Certain loans include facilities such as Re-draw, Offset accounts, Line of credit, 
Banking and credit cards.  An independent broker has access to numerous lenders, 
ensuring you the best home loan for your requirements.  He or she can also explain to 
you the benefits of your different mortgage facilities and products options.  
Independent brokers are continually researching new products, market trends and 
the most competitive interest rates and notify you when special offers come on to the 
market - and some do not charge their clients any fees whatsoever! 
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CHAPTER 4:  

FINANCING MISTAKE #1: 
SMART BUT MISINFORMED

All lenders are NOT created equal. 

You’re busy.  What business owner isn’t?

Running and owning your own business takes up a lot of time, whether you planned it 
that way or not.  But if that’s your excuse for contacting only the handiest lender, 
rather than shopping around, you’re misinformed.  

The number one mistake that many people make when they need to acquire 
property, equipment or a vehicle is thinking that calling their own bank for a loan is 
going to save them time.  

Well, it will save time. But you’ll pay for it dearly - in cash.  Speaking to a wide variety 
of different lenders and financiers - or having someone trusted to do it for you - is a 
crucially important step to getting the lowest overall cost on a lease, purchase, or 
loan.

You look at the price of what you’re buying every day, whether it’s the price of a loaf 
of bread for your family, or the price of a forklift for your business.  Calling one (or 
even two) banks when you’re buying a loan is almost like asking your local Mazda 
dealer to find you a good price on a Commodore.  He simply can’t do it, can he?

An independent finance broker does all the shopping around for you.

Saving time by contacting your bank will not save you any money.  And if you contact 
an independent broker, you’ll get the all the advantages of shopping it around - with 
none of the time spent, and no money spent.  It truly is a win-win.  

An independent  financial broker will work within your goals and budget limitations 
to find you the right path and manage the best deal - and explain it all to you in clear, 
understandable terms.
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Laws, interest rates, taxes and loan options change almost continually, and it’s almost 
impossible to stay current on them all.  An independent broker does this for you, and 
can give you many options and recommendations plus negotiate a far better contract 
than you can get on your own.  

Your banker can’t do that, because he’s limited to what that particular bank offers at 
that particular time.  

Is Mistake #1 starting to sound like a very obvious error?  You’re right.  It is.
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CHAPTER 4:  

FINANCING MISTAKE #2: 
SMART BUT CREDIT-IGNORANT

When was the last time you checked your credit rating?  

Have you seen your credit report lately?  Do you know how your report will be 
interpreted, or what CHAID, CART, or MARS mean?  Most people don’t.

Veda is generally not your friend when it comes to financing a loan.  Its inherent 
reporting limitations make it almost impossible for a bank that doesn’t know you 
determine whether you are worth the bother of extending a loan.  

And we’ve already established the limitations of your longtime banker friend Bill.

A big mistake is to neglect to check your own credit, and to be unfamiliar with how 
your report will be used.   Many very intelligent, savvy business owners and 
individuals sashay right into their bank without having the slightest idea of where their 
credit lies.

Make no mistake:  Your credit report is going to be scrutinised.  

And based on your report, your lender will make a major decision on how 
creditworthy you and your business are.  

An independent broker will go through your credit report and find ways to use it to 
your advantage, rather than use it against you like a traditional lender.   Your credit 
report has strengths, and it may have weaknesses.  Believe it or not, in the proper 
hands your credit report and rating can be used as a strong negotiating tool.  

An independent broker will advocate on your behalf without letting anyone bully you 
into a higher rate because of a late payment you made 5 years ago.  And this can 
mean significant savings in the short term as well as the long term.
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CHAPTER 5:  

FINANCING MISTAKE #3: 
SMART BUT NOT A LAWYER

Who has time to read the fine print?  And who understands it anyway?

Not going through the Terms and Conditions carefully is another mistake that even 
smart people tend to make.  Some of the trickiest hidden costs are commissions, 
closing costs and balloon payments.

It is crucially important that you not miss even the tiniest detail in the contract, 
including:

• Loan Period
• Loan Amount
• Installment Amount
• Interest Rate
• Fees and Charges
• Lock-In Period
• Margin of Finance and 
• Early Settlement Penalty

It’s a big mistake to assume that the “fine print” Terms and Conditions deserve only a 
quick scan before you sign.  This is where we find a good deal of nasty surprises, 
including early settlement penalties, lock-in periods, fees, charges, and finance 
margins, all couched in confusing legal lingo.  

No more nasty hidden surprises

An independent broker will go through all the legal language, tiny terms, and 
confusing conditions to make sure you don’t commit to pay any hidden costs, 
commissions, closing costs or unspecified payments. 

Before signing any document, have a financial broker who is familiar with the 
changing laws, banking policies, and tax consequences comb through it all.  You may 
be unpleasantly surprised to find out what you almost just committed to - and glad 
that you hired someone to make sure you didn’t.
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CHAPTER 6:  

DON’T SIGN ANYTHING 
UNTIL YOU READ THIS

Save time, aggravation, and cash

An independent broker will save you time, aggravation and cold hard cash by 
negotiating on your behalf with numerous financiers - to get you the most beneficial 
finance solution for your needs and goals.  

Once you’ve supplied the required information, your application can usually be 
approved within 24 hours, and it’s often possible to finance your purchase without 
showing your business financial details.

Pre-approvals

Many business owners can also get their finance approved before confirming their 
order with a vendor. This can strengthen your position when it comes to negotiating 
with the vendor to get the best price, because the vendor knows you are serious 
about buying and that you have the funds available immediately.

Interest and penalty relief

An independent broker will ensure that your payments don’t increase when interest 
rates go up.  He can also make sure that there are no penalties - which can often be 
quite stiff - if you decide to pay out your contract early.  You simply call your broker to 
get a payout figure.   

In this booklet, we’ve covered the three most common finance mistakes made by 
many smart business people.  It should be quite clear at this point that hiring an 
independent finance broker can not only help you avoid these and many other 
mistakes, but can actually give you a distinct advantage when negotiating an 
advantageous lease, loan or purchase agreement.
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First 2 Finance:  Your No-Fee Independent Finance Advocate

First 2 Finance is an independent finance broker with excellent relationships with 
numerous financiers and years of negotiating experience.  We are often 
recommended by accounting firms and distributors who consistently use our 
services, and we also represent numerous suppliers from a wide range of industries.  

We’ll closely compare your options, keeping in mind your goals and limitations, and 
work hard to find you the best deal on new or used equipment, property, vehicles, or 
other capital assets for your business.  We’ll explain it all to you in clear terms so that 
you fully understand all details and processes.

We are happy to sit down with you in person, or handle the entire process by phone, 
so there is no problem if you are located in rural Australia.  We’ll handle the 
application and approval process while staying in close touch with you no matter 
where you are, nationwide.   You can even finance used equipment and demo 
models through a broker. 
 
All First 2 Finance clients know that they can rely on us to provide ethical, fair, and up-
to-date finance advice, and to be a strong advocate for them whenever they need  
help working out a finance contract.  

First 2 Finance charges no fee for our service, which will save you time and frustration, 
not to mention a good deal of cash.  Call us today at (02) 8012 1363.  You’ll be so 
glad you did.
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